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Abstract: Smart Televisions are offering an ever-growing number of features such as Internet access, media player’s built-in cameras and microphones. They are physically placed in sensitive locations and connected to trusted home and business networks. Smart Televisions use the same operating systems and software as regular Personal Computers, leaving them vulnerable to attacks. Security updates are provided less frequently. As these systems are closed, it is difficult for users to find out and examine if the TV has been compromised. This paper shows us that Smart Televisions must not be considered trust worthy. They pose a severe security and privacy threat. We show that the integrated media player is highly vulnerable.
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I. Introduction

Televisions have started incorporating additional features, turning them into Smart TVs. While conventional TVs were only capable of displaying broadcasted programs, Smart Televisions added features such as direct media playback, Internet access, and built-in cameras.

Smart Televisions have introduced new risks to users’ security and privacy. Users are not aware of the associated risks. Smart Televisions are a valuable target for unlawful activities.

II. Smart TV Features And Risks

Televisions have been posing threats to safety due to high voltage and implosion rather than to security or privacy. This changed when Televisions were connected to the Internet. Smart Televisions have various features that could become valuable targets for attackers.

1. Apps
Numerous functions are provided through social network, shopping or streaming apps. They can be installed from online app stores or from storage device. Apps run in a sandbox and are not easily exploitable. They can store information which an attacker may steal once the Television has been compromised.

2. Web Browser
Nowadays Smart Televisions are equipped with web browsers and built-in WiFi. Users find it more convenient to surf the web on tablets, smart phones, or notebooks. It is unlikely that criminals will target browser vulnerabilities in Smart TVs unless the user base increases.

3. Media Playback
All vendors have a built-in media player for music, photos, and videos in their Smart Televisions. Files can be played from attached USB mass storage or from network storage. A movie player feature has been added in nearly all Smart TV models. This feature is used extensively by the users. In general, videos are downloaded from the web or received from friends, placed on USB disks or network storage, and played back directly on the TV using the built-in player and interface. Every movie player is vulnerable.

4. Skype, Voice Commands, and Motion Sensing
Numerous models of Smart Televisions feature built-in or add-on cameras and microphones. They can be used for Skype conversations and for controlling the TV via voice commands and gestures. By having access to conversations in personal spaces/homes, conference rooms or offices are a privacy threat.
II. Payload

This section presents some interesting payloads that can be executed after exploiting a vulnerability in the media player.

1. Camera

In 2010, Samsung added camera support for their Smart TV that allows users to make Skype calls or control the TV by physical gestures. The video stream cannot be captured directly using the Linux camera device, as it is used exclusively by the exe DSP process for gesture recognition. To capture the video stream unnoticed by the user, the full feature set of the TV has to be maintained.

2. Microphone

Alongside the gesture support, Samsung introduced a voice control feature. The TV continuously captures the surrounding sounds, even if the voice control feature is deactivated by the user.

3. Reflash

In many cases an attacker will be interested in installing his payload permanently on the victim’s TV, so that it survives a power cycle. After compromising the TV, the attacker’s code runs with root privileges and is therefore able to reflash the TV’s software. Samsung has built in a protection mechanism, a process called authuld. During startup, authuld reads a kernel-supplied random value and starts to hash each flash partition using this value as a NONCE. The resulting hash value is written back to the kernel. The kernel compares this value with the expected value and, if they don’t match, reboots the TV. The expected value is read from a flash partition that contains values for all partitions. If no value is reported back to the kernel before a timeout occurs, the TV is rebooted.

4. Various

Having a compromised Smart TV in a network enables the following attacks, extending the list.

   I. 24/7 Permanent Backdoor: The malware can be made permanent by writing a modified image to flash. The TV will then execute the attacker’s payload only while the user has it turned on; however, a malicious firmware can ignore shutdown requests and instead simulate them by turning off the screen and setting the power LED appropriately.
   II. Spy: A remote attacker is able to receive a live A/V stream from Smart TVs with built-in or add-on cameras and microphones.
   III. Attack Local Systems in a Trusted Network: Since the Smart TV is normally attached to a trusted local network, all systems on the same network can be attacked.
   IV. Offer Malicious Services: Some of the services offered by the TV are used by Smart phones, e.g., Airplay or Allshare, to send content from the phone to the TV or vice versa. If the TV is compromised, these services can exploit vulnerabilities on the smart phone using the service.
   V. Exfiltrate Data: The TV has access to connected USB drives, file shares offered on the local network, and media files sent via Airplay/Allshare. Sensitive data can be collected and sent to the attacker, possibly over a long period of time.
IV. Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed serious threats for Smart Televisions. By using malicious media files as an attack vector we can exploit a widely used Smart TV feature. From an attacker’s point of view, this approach is very promising, as nearly all Smart Televisions sold in the last half decade offer a built-in media player. The attack can be launched from far of places and does not require physical proximity to the target.
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